Gospel of Matthew
8:28-34
Legion!
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This is one of those instances in the gospels
where a key detail is not in agreement from
gospel to gospel. I don’t want you to be
surprised by this, or your confidence shaken
in the reliability of scripture.
Now, it is easy for biblical scholars to deduce
that the Gospel of Mark was written first, and that both
Matthew and Luke borrowed from Mark’s gospel.
Matthew and Luke also borrowed from a gospel that did
not survive that scholars refer to as the “Q” source.
PARALLEL PASSAGES

Mark 5:1-17
Luke 8:26-37
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For some reason Matthew is convinced
that
there were TWO demon-possessed
men at
Gadarenes
Mark says this happened at Garasenes
and
Luke agrees with him. From what I
understand, that is not a discrepancy, but actually is just a
different name for the same region. Eric Betz and I were
discussing this very thing and he looked it up and Gadarenes
was the name of a city, and Garasenes of the region
But the fact that Matthew says there were two demon-possessed
men, is more problematic. We don’t know why Matthew said
that. It is obviously purposeful. He meant to disagree with
Mark’s account, and assert that there were two men involved.
Evidently he had extra information that differed with what he
had read out of Mark. Mark may have thought the number of
men was unimportant and Matthew may have thought it was.
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I am reminded of the different details in
the resurrection account and how they
seem irreconcilable at first glance. In
John’s account it is Mary Magdalene
that is the first to find the risen Jesus. In
Mark’s record it is Mary Magdalene, Mary
the mother of Jesus, and Salome, and it does not record that
they saw Jesus. They saw the angels, but nothing about seeing
Jesus. In Matthew it was Mary Magdalene, and “the other
Mary” and they do see Jesus! In Luke, it was “the women”
and He includes Mary Magdalene, Mary the Mother of Jesus,
Joanna, and “the others with them”. The only explanation is
that there were a group of women that saw the risen Lord
Jesus, but some of the gospel writers only named one, two, or
three of the women, while Luke includes them all.
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The bottom line here in Matthews account is that there were two men. In
the accounting of Mark and Luke, they did not include one of the men.
But Matthew’s account is the numerically accurate
one. It is not a detail that alters the overall intent of
the story. Out of all the amazing incidents that
surrounded Jesus daily, the gospel writers included
this particular story for a specific reason. Whether
the authors include one or two demoniacs, the
number of them was unimportant to the purpose.
What was important was what Jesus did. So let’s examine the details of
what Jesus actually did. First, He purposefully decided to cross the sea
of Galilee to the east side. He did not intend to stay there long. He just
had to be over there long enough to make His point. Jesus was going
over into enemy territory – to gentile territory (where he rarely ventured
during his 3 year ministry), a brief excursion into spiritual darkness
where Satan had controlled for millennium. This trip was meant to
deliver a message – “we’re coming for you! Your territory will be
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mine!”

On the way over a terrible storm arose of such great fury, that I
would suggest it was an unnatural fury! It comes up so quickly and
seems so perfectly timed and overtly targeted
at this particular crossing by Jesus! The boat
is about to be swamped when Jesus commands
the elements to cease their chaos, and they
immediately do! It’s very much like an
exorcism! By the way, the context surrounding
this text is that previous stories were filled with exorcisms, and
exorcism is the focus of this story. I just think that this storm
seems to have a strong element of spiritual warfare involved in it,
and I think that is the way the gospel writers see it! I believe that
Matthew’s text is inferring that this is a faceoff between the Prince
of Darkness and the King of Kings! Satan, the Prince of the Power
of the Air throws everything He has at Jesus, and Jesus, the King of
Kings, wins hands down!
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[Eph. 6:12] – There is a warfare in the cosmos and

beyond that we are generally not conscious of because it
is fought primarily in the heavenly realms. Yet earth/the
world, is somehow a battlefield in this war. God so loves
His human creatures, made in His own image, and purely
out of hatred for God, Satan vies for the allegiance of
humans and thus for their soul’s destruction. It seems
that He is attempting to fight a pesky war of attrition, seeking to peck
away at the love of God with trillions of human failures and weaknesses,
and to tire Him out. But God never tires, He continues to seek and to
save those who are lost! And we are with Him in this, being used of God
to reach out to them on Christ’s behalf! Paul calls us “ambassadors”. As
long as God does not quit, we will not quit! When He returns in power
and splendor, that’s the cutoff point – or more like a transition point!
Satan will not quit until he is completely and finally defeated. God not
quit until He wins! At His final victory, “every knee will bow and every
tongue confess that Jesus is Lord”! It is then that the conflict is
officially over and peace will reign forever!
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So Jesus “heals” the storm, casting
out the chaos, and He and His
disciples reaches the other side.
There they are accosted by two
demoniacs, because it is a story of
spiritual warfare! Jesus was
showing that He is coming across the border to
reclaim His world. He is demonstrating that He has
mastery over Satan, and that, despite appearances, He
will win convincingly!
Jesus prepared to throw the demons out of the men,
and finds that they are “legion” – thousands of them!
but the demons set up such a howl that He pauses.
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I find it very interesting that the demons know that
they have a limited time ending with an “appointed
time”, referring to the final judgment

[Matt. 25:41]
[Rev. 20:1-3; 10] – Judgment without trial!
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They demons don’t want to be homeless! So He casts
them into a nearby herd of pigs. The pigs went
berserk and ran off a cliff or embankment into the
lake and drown - a herd of 2000!
(Mark includes that numeric detail)
1st of all, how appropriate for the
demons to be relocated into pigs!
2ndly, the demons can’t help themselves. They are what they are and do what they do.
Despite not wanting to be homeless, they drive the
pigs wild! The pigs stampede, drown each other by
the force of the great herd behind them driving them
under the surface (pigs are good swimmers) and the
demons end up being homeless anyway.
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People normally behave in ways that are grounded
in self-interest. Demonic influence is often
characterized by people doing things that are
against their self-interest (like the swine). In our
times we may be seeing this as we have lived to
see this age of people acting against their selfinterest – of an age of rage, and fear, and hatred
that is producing a self-destruction process that transcends the
normal! I can’t help but wonder if the demons have not been
granted extra privileges by the Creator/God to go out and
increase their mischief, accelerating the plan of God to bring this
age to a head, that the next one might begin?! If so, then the
time is short and our salvation is at hand! It should produce joy
and sorrow, joy for ourselves – sorrow for our neighbors,
colleagues, family (in many cases), and many of our friends!
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This is the time to not tire and slow down! This could well be
our last days to share the love of
Christ with the people we care
about! These could be the last days
to fulfill the calling we have
received from our God and Savior!
These could well be the last days to gather up and bring others
we care about deeply with us into the Kingdom of Heaven!
~Prepare – arm ourselves with understanding/the word
~Invest – offer a generous friendship
~Share – Identify yourself
~Invite – bring them here where they can continue
their investigation
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